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PROJECTS FUNDED

Vocational Rehabilitation.
the contract.

A New Careers Training for Rehabilitation
Aides program under the direction of Perry
Hall has been funded by the Ohio Bureau of
Operational costs and student fees are covered by

w. s. u. - o:mo

The Ohio Board of Regents has authorized a
INSTRUCTIONAL GRANT
total of $48, 000 for use by W. S, U. in sup
port of students at the university. These
grants range in amounts from $50 to $300.
Class
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

Authorized Amount
$21,425
12,125

6,225
8, 225

Recipients
110
59
31
33

Additional funds may be available for following quarters to those
who did not meet the August 1 deadline for requested support.

RESEARCH PROPOSALS
ON COAL MINE SAFETY
INVITED BY IDCKEL

A total of $12 million in research money will
be offered to universities and other organiza
tions for research projects which seek ways
to make coal mines less dangerous and un
healthful, Secretary of the Interior Walter J. Hickel announced.

Awards will be made in the form of grants and contracts to supple
ment research by the Department's Bureau of Mines, Secretary Hickel said.
He added that proposals in both basic and applied research relating to all
technical fields of mine health and safety are welcome.

NSF ANNOUNCES
APPLICATION DEADLINE
FOR GRADUATE FELLOW SHIP PROGRAM

November 30, 1970, is the deadline for the submission of applications to the National Science
Foundation for its graduate fellowship program
in mathematical, physical, medical, engineer
ing, biological, and social sciences. The pro
gram is unchanged from last year.

LET'S MAKE A DEAL

To all Faculty and other interested personnel:
1£ you have an idea that seems worthy of putting
together as an educational or service program, send the Office of Research De
velopment a brief preliminary proposal. Let us investigate the possible sources
of funding. Perhaps in this way we can avoid the invariable pressure of meeting
a deadline and frequently having to submit a late proposal.
In this day of strenuous competition for funds, we should not handicap
our proposals by late submission; in fact, some won't be considered at all if
submitted late. With deadlines for various programs coming at common dates,
it is almost impossible for the secretary of Research Development to process
several proposals in the time allowed before the deadlines. Some deadlines are
mailing dates; others are "in-hand" dates.

OBSCURE INFORMATION

Some 25% of the faculty of Science and Engineer
ing are listed in American Men of Science ac 
cording to figures based on the 10th Edition in the Library.

URBAN STUDIES
FELLOWSHIPS

These Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
Urban Studies Fellowships are to attract cap
able persons into this rapidly expanding field
of urban development. Most applicants (U. S. citizens) are in their senior
year and enrolled in a full-time study for a master's degree in an eligible pro
gram of the various urban programs:
Urban and Regional Planning
Urban Affairs
Urban Riblic Administration
Urban Sociology
Urban Economics
... or other similar programs oriented to public service
careers in urban affairs.
For detailed information, contact Research Development Office.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION

The Office of Environmental Education within
the U. S. Office of Education has been autho 
rized by Congress with a $5 million budget for
1
1971, $15 million for 72 and $25 million for 1 73 for grants or contracts to de
velop materials for teaching environmental studies, provide preservice and
inservice training of teachers and other person~ and support environmental
education programs in the schools and community education programs on this
subject.
[RENA ]
- Stated slightly differently and in different amounts,
this same program was announced in CUR.

MUTUAL EDUCATIONAL
& CULTURAL EXCHANGE

Institutional Cooperation Research program
to be launched on an experimental basis for
19 71 thru the Office of Education 1 s Institute
of International Studies. These grants will assist in the development of com
parative or cross-cultural studies of mutual concern between U. S. institutions
and foreign counterparts. Deadline for proposals is Dec. 1, 1970.

NSF GRADUATE
TRAINEESHIPS

This program is open for application. There
has not been a specific deadline established
at present.
NOVEMBER DEADLINES
Guide No.

Institutes for Training in Librarianship, USOE
Library Training Fellowships, USOE
Teacher Exchange Program, USOE
Grants for Apprenticeship Training in Public Health,
NIH
Museum Personnel Development, NEH
Special Programs & Projects in the Humanities Education, NEH
Strengthening Developing Institutions, USOE
Educational Personnel Development Grants
Inservice Institutes for Secondary School Teachers
of Science and Mathematics (other than multi
term), NSF
National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship,
NRC
-Student Originated Studies, SOS
Special Programs and Projects in the Humanities,
NEH
Faculty Development Grants
Grants & Fellowships for Overseas Study & Res·earch,
USOE
1

3

96
103
21

Deadline
now open/
June
II

Nov. 1-15

135 approx. : Nov. 7
59. 7
Nov. 15
59.1
105
218

Nov. 16
Nov. 15
Nov. 15

70

Nov. 16

97
37

Nov. 30
Nov. 30

59.4

Nov. 30
Nov. 30

21

Nov.

NOVEMBER DEADLINES (continued)
Guide No.
Deadline
Institutional Grants to Train Personnel to Work with
the Handicapped, USOE
27.113
November
Traineeship Grants for Advanced Training of Allied
Health Professions Personnel
236
approx.:November
Foreign Studies Extension & Foreign Curriculum
Consultant Program, USOE
251
November
Vocational & Technical Education Leadership Devel
opment Program, State Agency
255
November
(State Submitted in December)
DECEMBER CLOSINGS
Information, Planning, Education, and Research
Programs, NSF
189. 5
Institutional Cooperative Research Program, OE
Engineering Research Initiation Grants, NSF
89
Research Development Programs, NIMH
144
COSTEP (Commissioned Officer Student Training &
Extern Program, Office of Personnel & Training 165
National Centers for Health Services Research &
Development, NC
216. 8
Programs for Medical, Dental, & Veterinary
Students (U.S. DOD)
234. 6 & 7
Fellowships for Leadership Development (Regional
Office), USOE Commission on White House Fellows 22. 3
Teacher Corps, Local Educational Agency &
University Proposal, USOE
102
Prob.
Foreign Scientists NATO, & Postdoctoral Science
Fellowships, NRC
98. 1
Educational Program, AEC Summer :Programs, AEC 21O.12
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration Action
Grants, State LEAA agency
19 5
Development & Expansion of Undergraduate & Grad
uate Programs in Social Work & Rehabilitation
Service
279

Before
January
Dec. 1
Dec. 1
Dec. 1
Dec. 1
Dec. 1
Dec. 1
Dec. 1
December
Dec. 7
Dec. 15
Dec. 31

Dec. 31

AND THEN THE NEW YEAR
JANUARY DEAD LINES
Don't procrastinate -- get these proposals out before the
Holidays if at all possible! ! ! !
Research Programs - Manpower Administration, MA
Predoctoral, Postdoctoral, & Special Research
Fellowships, NIH
(More - - Next Page)
4

62. 2, . 4
120

Jan. 1
Jan. 1

JANUARY DEADLINES (continued)
Guide No.
Professional Nurse Trainee ship Program (Short
Term), NIH
139
Programs for Students of Dietetics and Occupational
and Physical Therapy (Dept. of Army), DOD
190.10
Research & Development Grants in the Field of
Aging, AA
205
Training & Curriculum Development in the Field of
206
Aging, AA.
209. 1, . 2
Research Fellowship, AEC
210.8
Education Programs, AEC
244.3
Research, Development, & Training Grants &
Fellowships in Laboratory Animal Resources, NIH
Resident, Intern, & Training Program, VA
272. 3
Programs for Medical, - Dental ,- & Veterinary
Students - Army, DOD
Programs for Medical, Dental, & Veterinary
Students - Army- Navy, DOD
Programs for Medical, Dental & Veterinary
Students - Air Force, DOD
Nursing Research Grants & Fellowships, NIH
Postdoctoral Research Associateships (NASA Inquiries
by Dec. 28), NRC
Special Programs & Projects in the Humanities
(1971-72), NEH
Special Project Grants to Improve Nurse Training,
NIH
Research, Demonstration, & Training Programs,
HUD
Research & Cooperative Education Programs,
Smithsonian Institution
Fellowships for Leadership Development (Regional
Office~ USOE

..._. '

..._

•

.._ , 4 •

•I

-~•

~

....

!fl7L

l '"

Jan. 1
Jan. 1
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

1
1
1
1

Jan. 1
Jan. 1

234.2

Jan. 15

234.9
200.l

Jan. 15
Jan. 2

194

Jan. 8

59.5

Jan. 11

140

Jan. 15

1 75. 9

Jan. 15

1 79. 1, . 2

Jan. 15

22.1

Alky Chemist or
Alchemist?
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Deadline

Jan. 31

From FEDERAL NOTES - 10/ 15/ 70

SHORT NOTES ON UPCOMING PROGRAMS
NOVEMBER
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT
FOR HUMl\N IT IES TELLS
DEADLINES FOR FY 1971

The llational Endo1-1ment for the Humanities has announc~d its grant Jcadl i ncs .
for FY l'.171. The first round of applications fcir most of its progra:ns must be
submi ttedby No\•ember. Details on the various programs fol 10\~:
(a) Education
Programs--aimed at helping educational institution5 imp rove instruction and
make more effective use of resources in the humanities. Requests may be made for project grants or for
planning and development grants. Additional details arc available from Dr. Herbert McArthur, Director,
Division of Education Programs. For action by March, June or August of 1971, proposals should be sub
mitted by November 16, February 1 and April 19, respectively; (b) Public Programs--structured to provide
the general public with opportunities for informal education In the humanities. Grants will be made In
FY 1971 spec! flea! ly for programs of national dissemination, state and cornmunl ty programs, support of
the Nation.JI Humanities Series and personnel development of museums and historical associations. This
latter category carries a special application deadline of November 15 for decisions to be announced in
Hay 1971.
Applications for other public program categories should be submitted by November land
Aprill for grants to be made by March and August. Additional details are available from Dr. Richard
Henrich, Director, Division of Public Programs; (c) Rese..Jrch Progr.:ims--primary attention ls given to
support of orlgindl thought, b.Jsic research and editing with an interest in financing projects which
~1i 11 contribute to nn1 kno1-1Jedge in the human I ties and also those that relate the human I ties to major
issues of contemporary public concern. Additional information ls available from Mr. William Emerson,
Director, Division of Research Programs. Applications should be submitted by November 2, February l,
and June 14, for revl~d and notification by March, June, and November; (d) Fellowship Program--see
details in last issue of Federal Notes. All correspondence to the Endowment should be addressed to:
1800 F St. N.W., Washington, O.C. 20506.
NOVEMBER 15 DATE
A deadline of November 15 has been announced by the National Research Council for
ANNOUNCED FOR BASIC
Its program of Basic Research In Education. The program this year will give
EDUCATION RESEARCH
priority to requests from recent doctoral recipients Interested In basic research ·
relating the behavioral sciences to any aspect of educational problems. The
Councl I has noted that a "formal" proposal Is not needed at this time. Interested persons are encour
aged to send a curriculum vita, a copy of at least one publication or a manuscript accepted for publica
tion in an academic research journal, a two-page statement of the proposed research, and an lnolcatlon
of the contribution of the research to solving some educational problem. Write: Dr. Sherman Ross,
Executive Secretary, Convnittee on Basic Research in Education, Division of Behavioral Sciences, National
Research Council, 2101 Constitution Ave. N.W., Washington, O.C. 20418 (phone 202 961-1244).
The National Science Foundation has announced that November 30 will be the
application deadline this year for its graduate and predoctoral fellowships pro
gram and December 7 will be the closing date for postdoctoral requests. These
grants will be made for study In the mathematical, physical, medical, blologlc1l,
engineering, and certain social sciences, and in the history and/or philosophy of science. ln the post
doctoral program only, fellowships will be offered for applied and empirical studies in the field of law
which employ the methodology of the social sciences or which Interrelate with research In the natural or
social sciences. Scrne awards wi 11 also be made for interdisciplinary work. As In past years, the
National Research Counci I wi 11 aid NSF in the selection of candidates. ·write: Fel lowshlp Office,
National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20418.
NSF TELLS DEADLINES
FOR GRADUATE, POST
DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS

DECEMBER
A December 1 deadline has been established by the National Institute of Mental
Health for its research development program. Applications should be submitted
by institutions of higher eaucation on behalf of an individual faculty member
interested in securing research support or research training at the post
doctoral level. Awards are available both for beginning researchers with demonstrable potential and for
those with considerable experience in mental health research fields. Write: Research Scientist Develop
ment Section, Behavioral Sciences Tr~ining Branch, National Institute of Mental Health, 5454 Wisconsin
Ave., Chevy Chase, Md. 20203.

DECEMBER I DEADLINE
TOLD FOR NIHH RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

DECEMBER 15 DEADLINE
SET FOR FACULTY AWARDS
FOR AEC SUMMER RESEARCH
regular academic salary
facilities and personnel
nuclear fields. Write:
Associated Universities,

The Atomic Energy Commission has announced a December 15 application deadline
for facult members interested in artici atin next summer in research and
development activities at AEC laboratories. Appointments wi 11 be made or
approximate ly three months and will carry a monthly stipend equivalent to
(plus a dependency allowance). The purpose of the program is to uti I ize AEC
to help improve the research and instructional ability of university faculty In
Research Participation Program, University Participation Office, Oak Ridge
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830.
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The National Research Council has announced that Janu
ary 8 will be the major deadline in FY 1971 for appli
cations under the programs financing Postdoctoral
Research Associateships in Federal Laboratories, Resi
dent Research Associateships, Postdoctoral and Senior Postdoctoral Fellowships.
Most of the awards are limited to the engineering, mathematical, physical, and
earth sciences, although a few opportunities for the behavioral sciences are also
available. Both U.S. citiiens and foreign nationals can compete. A program
announcement providi'ng details on each type of award is now available from the
Council. Write: Associateship Office JH 604, National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Ave., Washington, D.C. 20418.
JANUARY DEADLINES TOLD
FOR NAT IOtML RESEARCH
COUNCIL FELLOWSHIPS

The U.S. Office of Education has announced that it
will earmark more than $30 million in FY 1971 funds
to help predominantly black colleges and their stu
dents. The money will be made available under three major programs administered
·by USOE: (a) $5.3 million in supplemental awards under the College Work-Study
Program. Most of th is money has al ready been al located· to 1Z4 predominantly black
colleges to help provide employment for more than 10,000 students; (b) direct
loans of $20 million for the construction of academic buildings. Reservation has ·
also been made for an additional $1 mill ion in interest subsidy funds; and (c) at
least $4 million under the developing institutions program authorized by title 111
of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to help developing black colleges strengthen
their teaching administration and student services programs.
USOE EARMARKS $30 MILLION
TO HELP BLACK COLLEGES

*

>.'<

*

>.'<

)le

A scientific directory 1970 and Annual Bibliography 1969 of the National
Institutes of Health, U.S. Dept. of HEW, PHS, is on file in the Research Devel
opment Office. Anyone desirous of reviewing this publication is welcome to
make an examination.

FEDERAL REGISTER
NOTES

The Department of Commerce has established the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) whose function is to insure the safety and
welfare of the public, and to further the Nation's interests and activities with
respect to the protection of public health against environmental pollution, the
protection and management of the Nation's biological, mineral, and water re
sources, the maintenance of environmental quality, agriculture, fisheries, in
dustry, transportation, communications, space exploration, national defense and
the preservation of the Nation's wilderness and recreation areas. A multitude of
functions involving basic and applied research, educational training, and other
service features are a part of this new office.

7
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the world

The problem of excessive population
growth .is critical-to the world, the United
States, and to individuals. At present
growth rates, the world population will be
doubled to 7 billion by the year 2000.
Nearly 5 billion would enter the 21st cen
tury even if the growth rate were cut in
half right now. To a world of finite re
sources, infinite growth is unthinkable.

In many parts of the world the balance
between numbers of people and the avail
ability of resources is in serious jeopardy.
The problem is particularly severe in the
developing countries, where the number
of people is rising faster than the amounts
of food, housing, manufactured goods
and services needed to improve levels of
living. Public health measures that re
duced death rates in these nations have
accelerated population growth, making
the reduction of high birth rates a more
urgent need than ever before.

Population research is needed
• to find suitable contraceptives and
the means of motivating people to
· use them
• to understand the reproductive proc
ess in full detail

the united states
Several million American women lack
either knowledge for controlling their fer
tility or access to adequate medical serv
ices. They produce about 450,000 un
wanted children each year, suffer high
rates of maternal illness and death, and
often resort to criminal abortions. Many
of their children are illegitimate; many
others die in their first year. Frequent
pregnancies compound the difficulties of
escaping poverty and of caring for the
surviving children.
The country as a whole is faced with
tremendous increases in numbers of chil
dren and young adults from the postwar
baby boom. The increases are straining
our social institutions and natural re
sources. As these postwar children ma
ture, between 1969 and 1985, the num
ber of women of reproductive age will
rise by 34 percent. Their decisions about
childbearing will affect the quality of life
for all future generations.

•to evaluate existing contraceptives
and their effects
•to analyze the psychological, social,
political, and economic issues related
to population problems
• to provide research findings on which
to base rational population policies
• to develop a research base for in
creasing the effectiveness of popula
tion and family planning programs
The population research program of the
National Institute of Child Health and Hu
man Development (NICHO) includes
• a comprehensive Center for Popula
tion Research to support investigators
who qualify for grants, contracts, and
training (see pp. 19-27)
• a program of r esearch by NICHD sci
entists at the National Institutes of
Health in Bethes da, Maryland
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biological research
At any stage in the reproductive proc
ess-from the production and release of
pituitary hormones initiating sperm and
ovum formation, to implantation of the
developing embryo in the uterus-it may
be possible to alter the sequence of
events and prevent pregnancy. Studies
in reproductive biology-a well established
research field-will form a solid ba~e for
evaluating existing contraceptives and
developing new ones.

the individual
The American ethic of free individual
choice and equal opportunity gives spe
cial poignancy to population problems
faced by individuals. Some Americans
have more children than they want; others
have them sooner than desired. These
together constitute 57 percent of the mar
ried population of reproductive age; the
proportion would be higher if all couples
were able to bear children.
Giving these Americans the ability to
make reliable choices-through improved
contraceptive methods made widely avail
able-is one goal of population research.
Understanding what determines their
choices, what effect these choices have
on the quality and quantity of American
life, and investigation of feasible national
population goals are also primary NICHD
concerns.

Emphasis is on
• basic research into normal and ab
normal reproductive biology
• improving
present
contraceptive
methods and understanding their ge
netic and biological implications
• increasing the ability of couples to
control the size of their families or to
have families, if they are infertile

population policies
To deal with population problems, a
number of countries and international
agencies, including the United . States:,
have formulated explicit population poli
cies based on voluntary family planning
programs. American policy is that every
child should be a wanted child; that every
couple has the right to inforr:iatio~ and
services that permit the desired timing
and number of births.
The implicit strategy is that the per
sonal goals of individu~ls ha":ing ac:::cess
to family planning services will fulfill na
tional population goals. If research reveals
that national population goals cannot be
reached with existing policies and if tech
nology loses its race with population,
these policies may have to be altered.
Formulating a scientific basis for such
decisions is the responsibility of poP,ula
tion research.

The ideal contraceptive would be effec
tive, safe, inexpensive, reversible, self
administered, and acceptable to various
population groups. No existing method
meets all these criteria. Probably no single
method will be universally satisfactory;
the goal of population research is to de
velop many contraceptives, suited to
many kinds of people.
These might include
• a pill to be taken once a month
• an injection to be given once or twice
a year
• a modern male method
• a- simple means of detecting ovula
tion, to permit reliable periodic absti
nence
• an improved intrauterine device
The development of new contraceptive
methods is pursued through fundamenta!
studies in such areas as
• maturation and fertilizing capacity of
spermatozoa
• the biology of the pre-implantation
ovum
• oviduct function and gamete trans
port
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• corpus luteum function

__..__....-- -·-·-
social science research
Individuals need information on which
to base their childbearing decisions. For
example, how do children in large families
differ from those in small families? What
effect does spacing of children have on
their growth and development? How ef
fective has contraception been for its
users?

NICHD research in the social sciences
assesses the important psychological,
social, pol itical, demographic, and eco
nomic issues related to population prob
lems . Some topics of special interest are
• measurement and analysis of trends
and differences in fertility
•control of fertility by contraception
and abortion

We know that population growth can
not continue indefinitely: the growth rate
must eventually reach zero in any society.
But without further research on the rela
tionship of population to the quality of
life, we have no rational basis for decid
ing when we should try to attain a station
ary population.

•social and economic determinants
and consequences of changes in pop
ulation size and structure
• the relationship of childbearing pat
terns to f amity structure
•analysis of illegitimacy
• the impact of various action programs
on population growth
• development of population policies

the center tor
population research

To influence population trends for the
benefit of society and its individual mem
bers, we must first understand what de
termines these trends. Why, for example,
do some groups maintain high fertility and
others low? What personal and social val
ues are responsible for childbearing pat
terns? How can reproductive choices be.
influenced without compulsion or penal
ties? As populations grow, preservation
of humane and democratic values and the
lowering of growth rates will become in
creasingly difficult, but the effort must
be made on the basis of research.

The Center fulfills a variety of func
tions for the NICHD and the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. It sup
ports research and research training
through contracts, grants, symposia, fel
lowships and career awards, workshops
and conferences. It keeps abreast of pop
ulation research activities of Federal and
private agencie.s, reporting on these peri
odically. It also coordinates the Federal
program of population research, stimulat
ing and advising other agencies and en
listing the cooperation of Federal and pri
vate sources in identifying and studying
population problems.
Investigators may seek either contract
or grant support of re seu rch projects.
Guidance is a vDi k1 bl e fro m C e nter staff,
and inquiri es a re w e lc o me.

Many serious social problems are re
lated to migratory patterns-overcrowded
cities, urban sprawl in suburban areas ,
and inadequate transportation between
home and work. Migratory patterns, like
fertility patterns, result from personal as
pirations and sociC:ll values which must
be anc1lyzed before they can be influenced
effectively.

11

Contracts

contributions to research
scientific disciplines.

Contracts are employed when the In
stitute wishes to accomplish a specific,
high priority research goal and maintain
some control over the research. The
NICHD initiates most research contract
proposals and participates in their design,
direction, and methodology. The Cen~er
supervises existing population contracts
and negdtiates new contracts through its
Contraceptive Development Branch and
its Behavioral Sciences Branch.

in

parti~ular

Final review is provided by the National
Advisory Child Health and Human Devel
opment Council, which meets three times
a year. Similar to the other 16 Advisory
Councils at NIH, the NACHHD Council is
composed of about 15 scientists, profes
sionals and prominent laymen who have
special knowledge of research, education
or public affairs.

The Center has established ad hoc pan
els of scientists from within and outside
the government to identify specific prior
ity areas, review research proposals, and
assist in the direction and surveillance of
the contract program. New panels will be
formed and existing ones altered as re
search requirements change.

Most research grants nre awarded to
an institution in bei1alf of a principal in
vestigator for a discrete research project.
In recent years, the NICHD has also
awarded Program Project Gr.o·ints, which
support a nurnber of investigators and
their related projects at a single institu
tion.

1The Center and other population
groups within the Institute also are ad
vised by the Population Research Advis
ory Committee, made up of experts in
population and family planning from gov
ernment agencies, universities, and pri
vate organizations.

-rraining
The training of inve,:>tigator~:; to conduct
population research is supported at prc
doctornl and postdo ctoral leve ls . Trc:1incc~~
must be citi7-ens or pcrrnEJnc~nt rcsic:-::nts
of the United States. Training grants <:i r c~
awarded to professional and graduate
schools, hospitals and eligible clinics. The
grant monies are used by these institu
tions to support approved training proj
ects and individuals. T~e trainees can
receive financial support in the form of
stipends, dependency allowances, tuition
and travel. The NICHD also awards vari
ous types of fellowships to individuals in
research institutions for a year or more of
research training. For application forms
and additional information about the train
ing program, write the Training Officer,
Population and Reproduction Grants
Branch, Center for Population Research.
In its own clinics and laboratories the
Institute offers learning opportunities to
young investigators through NIH Staff
Fellowships, awarded initially for a two
year period to candidates with a doctoral
degree. Applications and further informa
tion may be 9btained from the Director,
National Institute of Child Health and Hu
man Development, National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

Grants
The Center's Population and Reproduc
tion Grants Branch administers a large
research and training grant program in
reproductive biology and the behavioral
sciences. A qualified investigator inter
ested in applying for a research grant may
contact the Branch for application forms
and staff assistance. Applications under
go a review process taking about six
months.
All applications are first forwarded to
the Division of Research Grants, NIH, for
assignment to an appropriate funding Insti
tute or Division of NIH and to a Study Sec
tion. Study Sections review the appl1ca
tions for scientific merit, qualifications of
the investigator, proposed methodology,
facilities available at the sponsoring insti
tution and adequacy of the budget.
Study Sections are composed of experts
selected for their wide experience and
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Training and experience in the lnsti
tute's research facilities are also avai lable
to physicians appointed as Clinical, Re
search, or Staff Associates . Selections
are usually made two years in advance,
and draft eligible physicians are deferred
for one or more years of residency train
ing before serving two years on active
duty with the Public Health Service Com
missioned Corps . Information about this
program, called the Commissioned Officer
Residenc~.i Deferment (CORD) Program,
may be obtained by writing the Chief ,
Clinical and Professional Education, Na
tional Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
Maryland 20014.

•the Pcpulation Research Committee,
DHEW
• the Federal Council for Science and
Technology
• principal private. and international
agencies in population, such as the
Ford Foundation, Population Council,
Rockefeller Foundation, Planned Par
enthood-World Population, Interna
tional Planned Parenthood Federa
tion, and World Health Organization
P.L. 480 Program
The Center for Population Research
supports collaborative research in popula
tion between a U.S. project officer and
a foreign investigator under the Special
Foreign Currency Program (P .L. 480) of
the U.S. Public Health Service. For these
projects Congress specifically earmarks
foreign funds created by U.S. sale of sur
plus foods to developing countries. The
Center reviews needs and resources of
individual countries, taking into account
the efforts of other Federal, international,
and private organizations in population
research.

Federal Leadership Role
A number of Federal agencies support
activities broadly defined as population
research. Among them:
•Agency for International Development
• Bureau of the Census
•Department
and Welfare

of

Health,

Education,

• National Institutes of Health
• National Institute of Mental Health

'

• National Center for Health Statis
tics

the reproduction
research branch

• Nat:onal Center for Family Plan
ning· Services

This intramural program encompasses
several areas of research important to
reproductive biology. The scientific inter
ests range from the study and isolation
of protein hormones to model experi
ments in primates and clinical studies in
man.

• Food and Drug Administration
•National Center for Health Services
Research and Development
Coordination of Federal efforts and ex
change of information and expertise
among agencies became imperative as
Federal expenditures for population re
search rose dramatically in answer to the
populntion problem. The Center for Popu
lation Research became responsible for
giving new energy and direction to the
wide-ranging Federal effort in areas bear
ing on population.

Some projects of the Branch are
• developing methods for using mon
keys as models for studying human
reproductive processes
• describing the function and regulatory
mechanism for the human ovary
•explaining how IUDs work in rhesus
monkeys

Through its Program Liaison Branch,
the Center works with
• the Offices of the Directors of NIH
and NICHD

• purifying and studying the protein
hormones controlling the ovary and
testis

• the Office of the As sistant Secretary
for Health and Scientific Affairs,
DHEW

• analyzing how oral contraceptives and
therr components work in women
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other institute activities
The NICHD's population activities also
include

For more detailed information on any
of the topics mentioned in this booklet,
contact the Center for Population Re
search, National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development, National Insti
tutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland
20014, telephone (301) 496-1101.
The Institute staff welcomes inquiries
on its own and other Federal programs.

•exploration of menstruation, ovula
tion, and hormone function through
continuation of a 36-year study of
the menstrual cycle
• statistical consultation for Center con
tracts
• preparation of bibliographies, surveys
of current research, and publication
of an abstract journal
•a public information program.

•
relationships between variables involved In
social and demographic change
__...... i

the
..

,

<

intervening
variables
directly affecting the
demographic processes
(e.g. contraceptives

social, economic,
and environmentol
variables

available, number of
children wanted)
c;

rn

C ·
Q

,...

-~,

demographic
processes

population size,
structure, and
distribution

(births, deaths,
migration)
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Research mu s t ~p ec i fy in
increasingly greater detail the
relationships between each of the
foLir quadrunts (above), in order
to develop Gin unders t .:mding en
which to b o se rational polici~s
dealing with pcpul1'1tion problems.

The Office of Research Development has the Policies and Proced
ure Manual for Institutes based at Colleges and Universities as they relate
to the following program. Should there be an interest on the part of any of
the faculty in developing a proposal along these lines, this manual is avail
able for reference.
The following is an excerpt from this manual:

programs with funds provided by the Division.

FOCUS ON
EQUAL EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

Technical assistance provided by the Division is
primarily educational in nature. Ordinarily, the Divi
sion's assistance is made available only after the
school system seeking such help has accepted respon
sibility to proceed with desegregation of its schools.
The assistance may include:
-Help in identifying desegregation facts and prob
lems.
-Advice on comprehensive desegregation planning.
-Guidance in obtaining community acceptance of
desegregation. . .
__ ..
-P?<."'t !ng ol d.;sQ;;rc :';~ t:Jn trnir,ing prcgrarns\for
sciicul po :3(111ii~I.
-Supplying of information on the educational im·
plications of desegregation and on successful
practices to end school segregation.
-Recommendation of curricular and organizational
changes which can help achieve desegregation.
--Stimulation and assistance in the development
of proposals for grants and training institutes
directed toward desegregation objectives.
-f n ~ c .H J " .:-... : .,;~
· . " :· i : · ·· ~ "'.'i'": <: nt ,in

Title IV, Civil Rights Act of 1964
Public Law 88·352

FUNCTIONS AND OBJECTIVES
The Division of Equal Educational Opportunities, in
the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education,
is responsible for administration of title IV of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. Division personnel and funds
are used to help eliminate segregation in public
school systems which request such assistance.
Technical assistanc~. s;-~::iai-<trainiffg •for_".e.P.ll~t..
V°li-ORa~ personnel, and coordind1i'Ori~1fn~7elevant Fed·
eral programs all are pro·1ided to help schools suc
cessfully desegregate.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Division personnel trained to deal with problems
of school desegregation provide direct technical as
sistance to State and local school systems upon
request. In addition, finilncial assistance provided to
State and locill educational agencies and to institutions
of higher education may be used to employ advisers
with special knol'tledge in the area of desegregation.
Expansion of technical assistance services is a
major priority fo r title IV programs.
·
-Technical <J ssist<rnce personnel of the Division
have been assig,1ed to Office of Education
regional offices in ord~r to provide greater State
and local acr~ css to such aid.
-State ed.JCillion2I agencies are encouraged to es
tciblish thei r 01111 technical assistan::e units
through gra nts pro·1ided by the Division.
--Desegre ~.'.lti on centers have been est:ilJlished at
universities in sr;•;r;ral Statns to provide assist
ance to loc;:i l school districts.
- Local school dis tricts rn ay emplri/ special tid
viscrs arvJ/or special ists for in s>: r'J ic ~: trninin~

1

S:> ":•t

.!.. , \~ · · t, ·.'. . 11

e,; ;;vitS.

-Aid to State educatiorrnl agencies wishing to pro
vide leadership and assistance for local school
desegregation efforts.
-Coordination with other Federal prngrams an1
assistance in effective utilization of funds from
such programs to advance school desegregation.

PERSONNEL TflAINING
Special desegreg~tion training for educational per
sonnel may be provided with title IV funds as p;irt of
the activities in a comprehensive local school de
segregation program or by university trJining in
stitutes.
PROPOSAL SELECTION
To focus avail:iblc title IV reso:11ces on permane nt
elimination of school seg;cp alivil, prima;y considera
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Policies and Procedure Manual For Institutes (continued)

-Apply interdisciplinary approaches to school de
segregation problems.

tion to support is given to LOCAL SC,HOOL DISTRICT
PROPOSALS which:
-Show evidence of definite commitment to school
desegregation within the district.
-Provide for development of comprehensive school
desegregati.on plar.s.
-Identify and deal with specific problems asso
ciated with school desegregation, as opposed to
dealing with broad problems of quality education
for which other Federal assistance funds are
available.
-Make optimum use of available local, State, and
university resources.
-Show that significant results can be economically
achieved within a limited time, permitting title
IV support funds to be phased out of the program
during that period.
-Include the use of advisory specialists for the
planning phase of desegregation and/or inservice
trainincr clearly aimed at implementing and sup
porting0 a comprehensive school desegregation
plan.
-Provide for continuing support and assistance to
the inservice train ir.g participants.
--Demonstrate innovative programs of school de·
segregation.

ELIGIBILITY
Assistance provided under title IV programs must
be related to problems associated with the assign
ments of students to or within public schools without
regard to their race, color, religion, or national origin.
Proposals concerning problems uniquely related to
student assignments designed specifically to over
come racial imbalance are not eligible for considera·
tion under current legislation.
Request for technical assistance and proposals for
grants to employ advisory specialists and/or support
inservice training programs mciy be accepted from
any school board or other governmental unit legally
. responsible for operating a public elementary or sec
ondary school.
Any approved institution of higher education, either
public·or private, may submit proposals for the opera-·
tion of short-term or regular session desegregation
training institutes.
Title IV institute and grant programs are provided
for school personnel under contract to the district
served and to membe is or officials of the school
boards or governing units of these districts.
Assistance is available through the Division in the
preparation of local school district or university in·
stitutc proposals and the development of desegrega
tion plans. Requests for assistance or application
instructions should be directed to the Senior Program
Officer for the area in which your State is located.
Mailing addresses follow:

Effective results are sought from institutes on
by giving first consideration to
.. , ·. .. -... "··~f:.'·.:!·:1 ~-; , :hir.h·
- · ·-Ce·r ;t~r a r;·u ~d- ~ ·cios·~- ~~d ·continuing relation
ship bet·11een the sponsoring institution and the
specific school district:; bei ng served.
-Are directed prima rily at school personnel who
can train or influence others in the school dis
tricts concerned.
-Focus action -orien te d programs on specific prob·
lems of desecrregati on, rather than on general
activities such as academic courses on the his·
tory of m!nority groups or intergroup re lations.
-Pro·1ide for fol!owup relationships between the
institute sMf and pa rticipating school personnel.
sch_g ol_de~i:; ~ rci~ation
1

(A) Delaware, Distri'::t of Columbia, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Senior Program Officer
U.S. Office of Education
Equal Education31 Opportunities
401 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 10908
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the United States Office of Education supports Higher Education in many ways.
The following index of programs is taken from a composite program directory.
The Office of Research Development has more complete information on any of
the programs which may appeal to you for proposal development.
SUPPORT OF INSTITUTIONS
Instructional Improvement
Developing Institutions Program--------------------------National Teaching Fellowships----------------------------Professors Emeritus Program------------------------------Fellowship Programs for Higher Education Personnel-------Training Programs for Hihger Education Personnel---------Preparing Elementary and Secondary
Education Personnel------------------------------------Networks for ~nowledge-----------------------------------Education for the Public Service-------------------------Improvement of Graduate Programs-------------------------Law School Clinical Experience Program-------------------Fellowships for Librarians-------------------------------Institutes for Special Training in Library
and Information Science--------------------------------Training Instructors for Adult Basic Education-----------Training Programs for Personnel in the
Education of Handicapped Children----------------------Office of Education Fellows------------------------------Graduate Educational Research Training-------------------Postdoctoral Educational Research Training---------------Media Specialist Program---------------------------------Educational Research Training Institutes-----------------Special Educational Research Training Projects-----------Program Development in Education Research Training-------Language and Area Centers--------------------------------Special Summer P~ograms in Language and
Area Studies--------------------------------------------Gr.oup Education Overseas----~----------------------------Educational Advisors from Abroad-------------------------Support of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities-----------

1
1
2
2
3
4
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
14
15
16

Facilities and Equipment
Grants for Undergraduate Facilities---------------------Grants for Graduate Facilities--------------------------Loans for Undergraduate and
Graduate Construction---------------------------------
Interest Subsidy Grants for Undergraduate
and Graduate Construction-----------------------------Construction of Research Facilities---------------------Undergraduate Equipment---------------------------------Library Resources----------------------------------------
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17
18
18
18
19
20
20

Office of Education - Support of Institutions (continued)

Programs for Disadvantaged Students
Talent Search-------------------------------------------
Upward Bound--------------------------------------------
Special Services for Disadvantaged Students-------------
Cooperative Education Programs--------------------------

22
22
23
24

SUPPORT OF INDIVIDUALS
General Student Financial Aid
National Defense Student Loans--------------------------
Guaranteed Loans for College and
Vocational Students-----------------------------------
Educational Opportunity Grants------~-------------------College Work-Study--------------------------------------
Loans to Cuban Exiles-----------------------------------
Cooperative Education-----------------------------------

25
26
27
28
28
30

Aid for Study in Specific Areas
Fellowship Programs for Higher Education
Personnel---------------------------------------------
Training Programs for Higher Education
Personnel---------------------------------------------
Media Specialist Training-------------------------------
Advanced Study for Personnel in Elementary
and Secondary Education and in Postsecon
dary Vocational Education-------------~---------------Training Programs for Personnel in the
Education of Handicapped Children---------------------

Training Programs for Library Personnel-------------------
Graduate Educational Research Training--------------------
Postdoctoral Educational Research
Training------------------------------------------------
Foreign Language and Area Study for
Undergraduates------------------------------------------
Faculty Research Overseas---------------------------------
Dissertation Research Overseas----------------------------Sunnner Seminars Abroad------------------------------------
Teacher Exchange Program----------~-----------------------Education for the Public Service--------------------------
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31
32
33
33
34

35
35
35
36
36
37
37
38
38

Office of Education - Support of Institutions (continued)

SUPPORT OF RESEARCH

- - - -- -

Regional Education Laboratories---------------------------Research and Development Centers--------------------------Small Research Projects, Regional
Research Program----------------------------------------Research in Elementary and
Secondary Education-------------------------------------Research in Higher Education------------------------------Research in Educational Media
and Technology------------------------------------------Research in Education in the Arts
and Humanities------------------------------------------Research in Special Vocational Needs----------------------Langua~e and Are~ Research---------------~-----------------

39
39
40
40

41
41
42
42
42

SUPPORT OF COMMUNITY ACTIVITY
Domestic
Community Service and Continuing Education---------------~Teacher Corps---------------------------------------------Library and Information Science Research
Program-------------------------------------------------Strengthening Instruction in Elementary
and Secondary Schools-----------------------------------Supplementary Centers and Services------------------------Educational Broadcasting Equipment------------------------Media Services and Captioned Films------------------------Institutes on Civil Rights Problems-----------------------Technical Assjstance--------------------------------------International Educational Development----------------------

44
44
45
45
46
46
47
47
47
48

SERVICES AND FUilLICATIONS
OE Scrvlccs t o Colleges and Universities---------------OE Publications on Higher Education---------------------

49
54

APPENDIXES
A.
B.
C.
D.

A<l1uinistration of Higher Education Legislation-----Sources of Information on Guaranteed Student Loans-Regiona l Directors of Higher Education and
Regional Engineers-------------------------------ERIC Clearinghouses---------------------------------
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56
59
63
66

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIE?lCES
Washington, D.

c.

20550

The Division of Social Sciences supports scientific research end related
activities in the social sciences including among others 1 anthropology,
demography, economic e.nd social geography, economics, the history and
philosophy of science, linguistics, politica.l acience, social psychology,
anc~ sociology.
InterdisciplL"Vlry studies are also eligible, including
research combining social wi'th natural sciences and engineering.
Additional information on the eligibility of research topics is available
upon request.
GRANTS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESK.l).RCH

----·------·---··- -'-

Application ~cedure~:
Please consult the NSF booklet Grants f'l)r Scientific Re~;.::arch 'hefore
prE:paring a fornial application. -ItcontaTns-Bu.gge·s-tior;;· fort he
prepara.tiori of proposals. Applico.tion blan.'-<.s e.re not u.st::d in the rE:i.,?arch
grants progro.m. Each proposal should conte.in the following :l.nforn.>?.t:ton:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
?•

8.
9.
10.

Name and address. of institui;ion.
Nam2, address (if dif'.fez·•::nt), dept;.:rtment e.u..:! i;;ocic.l f>'.)Cudty \!1'. •1:,c-:r
of princ:Lpci.l inves'Giga.to:r.( s). Telephone r..UJ.ri'berr, 1;1.r.r:: helpful.
Title of proposed. resea.rch project.
Desired st!l;rting dr:rte (the ea.rlier.t d8.te on which commitment~ for u..:w
of fw.ids would "be cl.es:i.red).
Ti me periorJ. for 1/l"d..ch suppor.t is request.ea.
Ab:.> t.r-P.ct of 200 words describing the propo.-;ed r~s·~:>.:rch p1'0,j ec-C, J1;.H: ~·..; , 1.r·
for pnblicai;ion.
DetniJ ed descrip"v icm of proposed res2::.Tch project., includ.tn.~ obj ect5.Y'.: r s
re~0i:-.rch dcF>igi1, ann. fJi p)'l.1.ficance of the p:::-o.~~ct .
Bib J.iogr n.fJ~' ~" of r::::ln:t.•.:icl l'(::::t~.:i.rch.
JJ e 0r~d.pt :L or, of fo.cll:.l.t.:i.e.i:; 8.'-'r.i.iJ..~:.bJ.e for t.h<?. re::;.; nn:h (~LL" e.i.·~··1."1·c..;i.t"i-:,t; -:: ).
Biot::.';:t-'<LJ..Jh :i_:::':.<.l ir.ti'o:rri:i:.i.t1ou fm: sen:"Lo:c pe:.-·t=Ji:1 1·.-.; v:l, m~.(~ fo1· ,j11::t.1 CiJ ' 1~::-· .;::- ·;,"'-' l.
wlvm ::..~.ip:i: ·vlJr:i.<"1.tc, inclrn:ljJ1.e bib1i.o_:;-c.:i._p~d.2f>.

LL.

12.

Bnd:::;e t ; t,-) be p:r~i.n.:.·":J :i.:n c:)~:..:,~1ltf..t.:to':.1 •,dt;'IJ. the 5. r~t.:lt.u:t...:io~' 1:-1J:>l1\<::;-;,::
offi. cc' ,.~hich (1!:1.s infor:· ·1.-Gicn 07\ r3qtdl'2;..'. '"":.! h:.
St.atec.11::r.rt. of cm·1·crl';:. r,u.J:port m1d pcr.di.:..: .g r.pr1licc:~t::o ~1:.; fu:r. ttir L""J>l
ot_£.e1: !'eseo.rch by tl·1e principal in'lest:tc;n.to!'( s).
1
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NSF - GRANTS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH - (continued)

Twenty complete copies of the proposal should be submitted. .Qne copy should
be signed by th0 principal investigator, by the dep~rtm~nt head, and by an .
official authorized to sign for the institution.
Related
-Other-- ---

Research Activities

The Division of Social Sciences also provides support for research conferences,
acquisition of specialized research equipment and materials, construction of
specialized research facilities, special projects such as data banks, and
travel to selected international scientific meetings.
Submission Date:;
Proposals may be submitted at any time. Reviewing and other processing usually
requires three to six months. To allow time for adequate planning , the following
schedule is offered as a guide:
Proposal Should Arrive
In (or Before) :

For Fu..11ds Needed In

Decerr11.)er - January

June-July

March - April

SeptCJmber-October

Aue;us t - Sept.ell'ber

J anun.ry- Febru::i.ry

Dr. Hows.rd IL Hines
Divi~ion Directer
Divi::d on of Sud.0.l Sd enc 2 s
National Scit::nce Found•:1.tion

Washin~ton,

C L h~~·

r~ 3 ·:

-· - · ·~ ·-- · - --

20550

P ; o:r 1 ~LP 't f-i
-·-- -·.. ·- ··
1

I n r:' Vi i ' · _;_ ~
E:: 'l 1.: r; ~ .. U .c·c:·
n;: .... ,~ , ·J

D. C.

th

~- - :

:.
~

,.

i. u r ··.. : c-:~ i·c:l", ::: up:io:rtJ t llc Fo'J :tdaticn has et v~·i:i 0 t.y of i't!lJ owship,
: ; 11 ;~ L:i. ttt t i.eor,~ .. l de:v '~ lo::7r.-:nt ; nnrl r~ l~.t.cd p rr· :~ ~· 2:·· '.; ~ .:i 11 of \,hich
.-. ~Ji; i. 0.J

~ c jc ri"' : .. ~

1.'}J: .::c D.r1 '·~ · r 1 J:; 1 ·:i. tj t · .3.

Guide to Programs (NSF 70-14, June 1970)
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Proposals: Persons formulating a proposal
for ;in institution should bear in mind the guid
ing philosophy that underlies the Lectureship
Program. These lectures are intended not only
to have educational value in themselves, but
also to focus public attention on the colleges
and universities presenting them. Therefore,
the public character of the lectures should be
clearly defined. To ensure full consideration of
each request, proposals should also include:
(1) an outline of the proposed program; (2) pos
sible speakers lo participate; (3) brief identifica
tion of speakers and their topics; (4) a schedule
of their visits, including those lectures to which
the general public is invited without ch!lrge;
(5) a breakdown of the budget for the amount
requested. (It is understood, of course, that this
information will be tentative.)

T

HE S&H FOUND/\ TION LECTURESHIP
PROGRAM was established in 1960 as part
of The Sperry and 1lutchinson Company's Pro
gram of Aid to Education.• These lectures, in
the fields of public affairs and the social sci
ences, have a dual purpose: first, to enrich
establi~hcd undergradu;ite and gr;iduate curric
ula by bringing public and scholarly experts
into direct ;ind informal contact with faculties
and students; second, lo extend and strengthen
the influ ence of the sponsoring school, through
its constituency and the nearby community, by
the presen i ation of at least one public lecture
by each distinguished visitor.

lla ckgrouncl: An unrestricted grant by The
Sperry ;ind Hutchinson Company financed visits
to Beloit College by Dr. Fritz Machlup in 1958
and Dr. Clarence Randall in 1959. Recognizirig
the pc)tcntial benefits to higher education from
the 13cloit experience, the Company instituted
the Lectureship Program. In the first year of
planned activity, 1%0-61, nine awards were
made. During the 1970-71 academic year, 38
institulions will present S&H Foundation-spon·
sored lecture series.

Care should be tJken lo show that the pro
posed program is feasible and that there is ade
quate administrative machinery for its imple
mentation. Grants are administered entirely by ·
the institutions receiving !hem. No application
form is supplied; only one copy of a proposal
is required. Costs of publication should not be
included in the proposal.
Because it is desirable that the Lectureship
Program be flexible and fit the needs and facili
ties of many different institulions, it is fully ex
pected that college imagination and experience
will continue lo shape the Program's develop
ment.

To date, 361 grants have been made to the
more than 290 colleges and universities which
have participated in the program. Total aid given
since the program began exceeds $500,000.
Program for 1971-72: Every written pro
posal received not later than Ap·ril 15, 1971, will
be given full consideration. Awards will be an
nounced by the Grants Committee by June 30,
1971. This early award date will be of advantage
to coilc 0es in arranging for speakers and detail
ing their programs.

Eligibility; Any college or university in the
United States is eligible under the Lectureship
Program.
Awards: Geographic balance is sought in
making the awards. The maximum annual award
to any institution is $2,000.

The following institutions in Ohio have received Lectureship Awards:
Antioch, Bowling Green State University, John Carroll, University of Cin
cinnati (3), College of Mount St. Joseph on the Ohio, Ohio Northern Ohio
Wesleyan, ~niversity of Toledo, Western College for Women, Wil~ington
C.ollege, Wi.tte.nbe~g University, and possibly others which weren't recog
nized as Ohio institutions.
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SCIENCE TEACHER TRAINING
AIDED.BY NSF

Unsolicited Research Proposals
Sought By Air Force

FrE'quently, students pl a nnin:g careers as high school
science teJchers do not reach this decision until late in
their college years, thereby necessitating a "crash" µro ·
gram of science cour~es. To remedy this situation, the
National Science Founddtion has awa rded a S 113, 150
grant to the UNIVERSITY OF IOWA to devise a care·
fully organized rrogrci111 to prepare studentstobec0rnc
science tenchcrs. - Under - the project, educators will
identifytop·quality high sch ool seniors, recruit them into
careers of science ti.:aching, and then guide their science
education throughout their yea ~ s in college.

A·· RESEARCH
OPPORTUNITIES.
Industrial
.concerns and non-profit organizations having
research capabilities in major scientific fields,
and whose personnel include competent scien
tific investiiiator' mat submit basic research
proposals to the above office.
•
The Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(AFOSRJ, Arlington, VA 22209, encourages and
supports fundamentcll research designed to in·
crease understand i ng of the natural scie:ices
and to stimulate the recoiin i tion of new scien·
tific concepts. The primary concerns of the
AFOSR is with the ability of the investigators
and. the.ir
resear~~- preferences.
Particularly
l desired is the original and unique scientific
.approach likely to clar i fy or extend understand
! ing of the sciences which are of interest to the
principal technical Directorates of AFOSR.

Each year, beginning in the fall of 1970, 30 students
will enter the five ·ye.:i r prog ra m. They will concentrate
on 5cicnce startirig in th eir college freshrnJn year.
During th e sumrn .::r between the junior and senior year,
the student~ will pa1 ti cipa te in a summer institute with
e><.pcri e•1red high ~ c l 1: 10 1 sci ence teachers and science edu·
cati o n grJdua te stud ents. Throughout their college
career , th ey w ill hJ ve speci J I science education advisors
and will part icip ci te in a continuing seminar program.

Small business concerns engaged in basic
research are encouraged to write AFOSR, Attn:
Small Bus i ness Spec ialist, for l iterature which
describes sc ient ific areas of interest.
The principal Directorates and major Divisions
of AFOSR are: The Di rectorate of Chemical
Sciences (NC). The Directorate of Li fe Sciences
(NL). The Directorate of Mathematical and
Information Sciences (NM). The Directorate of
Electronics and Solid State Sciences (NE). The
Directorate of Aeromechanics and Energetics
(NA) - AeromechJnics Division (NAM) Ener·
getics Division (NAE). The Directorate or Physir.s
(NP) Electromagnetic and Plasma Physics
Division (NPE) - Geophysics Div i sion (NPG) 
Particle and Field Physics Divis ion (N RP).
The AFOSR accepts unsolicited proposals for
basic research grants or contracts. Any scientific
investigator may make a preliminary inquiry to
obtain adv ice on the dee1ee of interest in his
area of research, or may submit a specific
research proposal. A prop osal should i nd icate
the field of invC!.tigation and the objectives
sought, de•cribing pre' ious work and related
contracts or grants held , i f any; in add i fr:>n, it
should outline the approach pldnned for the
research and should include estimates of the
time and cost requirements. The principal in 
vestigator should be named and an outline of
his professional background included .

The grant w2s !1'1ddC th rough tl1e NSF 's Unclcrgradu ·
ate Pre-Service TtJ ch1Jr Ed ucation Project (UPSTEP).

i ~IH

grantees offered

electron microscopy services

Each proposal will be evaluated by the ap
propriate Directorate from the standpoint of its
probable value to the Arr Force basic research
program, of the current availab i lity of funds,
and of other relevant fa c tors. In some cases it
may be necessary for the Directorate to requesl
. additional details prior to render i ng a decision
as to sponsorship .

The Notional Institutes of Health has contracted
with United Steel Engineers on::! Consultants, lncor
poro ted, Pitt~burgh, Pennsylvania 15230 to provide
limited high voltage electron microscopy services to
eligible NIH grantees. This $ervice is available at
no cost to these sci e nfots. The I imited availability
of these services dic!·af·es rhot po~entiol projects be
exploratory in nature 0;1d not designed to require
lon3 periods of microscope time.

The mini skirt has
reached its peek (peak).
To knee or not to knee is
now the question. Some
even try to blame Caesar
- - Mini, Midi, Maxi?

To be el igible for ~ 1Jch services, intere st e d scientists
sho u ld subm it o brief description of the propose~ pro
je ct emphasizing the applicability of '1igh voltage
tec hniqu~s to: :-peciol Research . Resources Branch,
Division of Re ~ea r ch Resources, Building 31, Room
.:B-19, Notional Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
Maryland 20014.
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Office of Education

NIMH ANNOUNCES DEADLINE FOR
SMALL GRANT RESEARCH PROGRAM

ADULT EDUCATION
Notice of Establishment of Closing
Cate for Receipt of Applicalions for
~pecial Experimental Dcmonslra
?icn Projeds and for Teccher Train
ing; Fiscal Year 1971 funds
The Ad•_tlt Eri 11cat,ion Act of 1966, Pub
Uc Law 89-750, Title m, as amended by
Pubic Law 91- 230. Title III, provides for
educational programs for adults to en
able them to O\'ercome English language
limitations, to improve their education
ln ·preparaLion for occupatlcnal training
and more profitabl'.l employment, and to
become more productive and responsible
citizens. Section 309 of the Act au
thorizes the U.S. Commissioner of Edu
cation to make grants
(1) To local educational agencies or
other public or prlvat~ nonprofit agen
cies, including educational television
stations, !or special exp:!rimenlal demon
strat!on projects which <a> Involve the
use of innovative methods, systems,
materials, or pro~ra111s \"hlr.h the Com
missioner dctenni1. ~s may have national
s!gniftcancc or bi; of special value in
promoting etrcctil'e proz rams under the
Act or Cb> involvp pro ~ rams of adult
education, carrio.>cl out in cooperation
with othe:r Pccli~ ral, federally a ssisted,
State, or local prng-rnms which the Com
mis;;lon cr determine:; have unusu:•i
promi:;e la promotin ::r a comp rehensive
or coordinnC·:d nppro:,ch to the prob
Jen:'.'; of pcr,;ons with bnsic cducation:il
deficicncio::s: n.nd
<2> 'fo collccc.~ or univrr.>itics, State
or local rducalio1n l [l[!cnci cs, or other
app1op r l~te public or private> agencies or
orgnniza tiom, ti:> provide tr:i.inin r: for
perso ns c; n:J' [:c·d. c,r prcpari:1 ~ to engage,
a.~ pt>r~. orniel in rvl'.< lt. cclncalin11 progrnm5
desi gnC'd t.o carry out the pun>oses of
th:?. /lc.t.
Ap;•li c :•.~bn s 111 :1y be submillcd t.o lhe
U.S. C:om111hsioncr of Education for
grnn:,"> for speci"l c:-.-pc·rimcnl:i.l demon
strntion and teachcr-traininz projN·\~.
Eligil.•lc appli<·:ili c •is for FY 1971 sul>
mitt. (' .:l p rior t o .Jt111e l, 1871, will be ?.cted
u pon i•1 t h ·~ o• ckt of t hf'ir reMi!Jt,
A p pli•·.., t io11 fo; rn.~ :i.ncl i n, t1uction:;
may b:) ob' :ii t i~ cl f!-,J ~t> the r1!vi1: ion of
Adult F:d ·1 ~·ati c : 1 Pr -; ~ 1· 11 1 .1~. Emf":!U of
1'.d11Jt, Vo 1:n t! Jt i •I, ~ 11d T~ch nl c :· l r:clucit
tion, tr.::' . G !·1r:•~ o ~ :?::<ln~ :lli o n, v,·:l , hi:1c-
ton, D .C. 20 : ~02 .

Applicaticns for small grcmts for 1971 su111111c1

$Up

of s~cTf~s -~~-~1-;:e ~~~~~vT~~~i~iol~g~a1 ; ~~-r · medic:~
sc.i cnccs relev<1 11 t to mentJl heJit:1 ar P now bein!J accepted

.!2<:' t

bytheNAT ION-AL-INSTITUTE OF-l\•1ENTACHEALTH.
Applicants m ust suhrr.it completed forms no f. ,ter than
F ~hruary 1, 19 71 for grants to be npproved dnd f uncled
June 29, 1971 . The deadline 'Nas established due to the
l<.trge number of applications 1eceived each yenr requesting
stJrting dntes in June, July, and August. No deadline
dates have been set for npplic<.ttions for small gr,rnts that
request starting d.1tes ;1t other times during the year.
l f ilppr oved, these are usually awarded within fivP months
after receipt of the .-iprilication.
Mento! lie.11th sm;,11 g1.111ts arc limited to a maxi ·
mum of S5,000 for direct costs of conduct111\1 the re ·
se:1rc.h, plus i!pp1 opr r.ttl' indirect costs, for a per 1od uf one
yeur or less. They ru;ry f!() used to develop ;md lest new
1l•chniques, nnaly;e d<1ta previously collected, or con ·
duct small·sc;Jlr. e>< plrn ;rtory and pilot studies. They are
considered to lie of pL1rt1cular importance to youn\jer,
fess experienced investigators, to researchers at small
c0lleges, and to those who lack sufficient resou1 ces to
support preliminary rcscorch explorations.
Application kits, which are the same as those used
for a regular Public Hecilth Service research grant, are
available from the Grunts and Contracts Management
Branch, Office of Administrative Management, NIMH,
5454 Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy Chase, Maryl.mu 20015.

RECREATION AND LEISURE RESEARCH
PROGRAM CONTINUED BY NAS-NRC
The Committee on Support of Dissertation Re·
search in Recreation and Leisure, sponsored by the Di·
vision of Behavioral Sciences, NATIONA.L ACADEMY
OF SCI ENCES·NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL,
announcr · the second year program of support of social
nnd behavioral science dissertation rescnrch in recreation
~ndJeisure. The purpose of the program iStoc~C:m;ag;
doctoral· dis~ertation research that will develop either
theoretical er ;:,ppiicd knowledge relevant to the use of
leisure time. The submission deadline is January 15, 19 71.

D :t t r:cl: $ ,•pt • n .:! C' t' 3, 1970.
T. H . Bnr.,
A c/i :i !J V .S . C(l m ,11i1~i ,_, 1: e r
of .f.'d :l r.-a tion .
[f'.R. l lt-C . 7 0 -· 1'.?1'"' 1; l'. kt l, 1'~.H. 17,

r. :-: ;

~

r". I

rn..-o;

Further information on gr ant awards anri details of
proposal prepnration <ind s1ilimission may be ubtained l>y
writing the Committee nt 2101 Constitution /\venue.
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20418.
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GRANTS-IN-AID
FOR RESEARCH

The Scientific Advisory Council to the Licensed
Beverage Industries, Inc., funds "seeding"
programs for re search. Necessary forms for
application are available in the Research Development Office. Here is a
brief resurne of the program:

PURPOSE OF AWARDS

REVIEW AND NOTIFICATION OF AWARDS

The purpose of this grants-in-aid program is to
further knowledge of the causes, nature, extent,
treatment and prevention of the various problems
related to the excessive use of alcoholic beverages.
The program will make small grants-in-aid quickly
available to competent researchers in the biologi
cal, medical and behavioral sciences who have
promising ideas or hypotheses and who wish to
undertake preliminary or pilot studies.

Upon submission, all applications for grants
in-aid are reviewed at the next quarterly meet
ing of the Scientific Advisory Council to the LBI.
Notification of action taken will be made immedi
ately thereafter.
Projects may be activated immediately upon
acceptance of the award.
SCIENTIFIC FREEDOM AND PUBLICATION

This program is not intended to replace sup
port from governmental agencies, private founda
tions or other sources. It is not intended to furnish
standard items of equipment usually provided by
the institution in which the research is under
taken; nor is it intended to provide long-range
operating funds . Rather, it is construed to be
essentially a "seeding" program, which can be
implemented rapidly to stimulate new ideas and
new concepts, and to seek new knowledge, new
techniques and new methods of dealing more
effectively with the problem of alcoholism.

There are no conditions of the grant which
in any way interfere with the scientific and
academic freedom of the principal investigator
and of the institution in which the research is
being carried on. Accordingly, publications en
suing from the research are not authorized to
ascribe to the Licensed Beverage Industries, Inc.,
any responsibility for the direction or the results
of the work undertaken.
Principal investigators may publish the results
of any work supported by a grant without re
view. If publication eventuates from the research
and if the investigator desires to acknowledge
the source of the support the following is sug
gested: "This investigation was supported (in
part) by a research grant from the Licensed
Beverage Industries, Inc."

SIZE AND DURATION OF GRANTS

Since the grants shall be regarded as stimulatory
in nature, individual awards will range between
$2,000 and $10,000 per annum. Awards will be
made on an annual basis and further support for
new developments may be sought by submitting a
new application, in conjunction with the appli
cant's initial final report covering his original
grant. Funds cannot be committed beyond a
p.::riod of one year following notification of the
award. Paymen t of awards under the terms of
these grant s wi ll be as follows : 60% of the total
grant amount will b·~ paid wh.:n the project is
begun, 20 % r ~d d up\' 11 receipt of the investigator's
six-month pro g r-::s ~ fl'port, and 20% on rl'ccipt
of tl1e invc.. tiga ror's final rL'port and the institu
tion's tiirnl fln ri:1c i:il o,; t alt'me nt.

The Coup.cit will appreciate receiving reprints
of any publications ensuing from grants.
REPORTS

It is requestl'd that a progress report be sub
mitted after six months. It will be typewritten and
prepared in triplicate and should outline the de
velopment of stafI and broadly describe the con
duct of the work and progress made to date.
An initial final report of the abstract type which,
it is suggested, be no longer than four typewritten
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Grants-in-Aid for Research (continued)
pages, will be submitted in triplicate at the con
clusion of the project, specifically covering these
areas:

CONDITIONS OF THE GRANT
A) Travel. Travel funds may be used only for

travel related to the successful prosecution
of the project except that they may not pro
vide for foreign travel to international meet
ings held outside the continental United
States. Reimbursement of travel expenses
shall be made in accordance with travel
policies of the grantee institution.

1. A .statement of the project itself
2. The method or methods employed in car
rying forward the work on the project
3. The findings or results
4. The significance of your conclusions
This should be accompanied by a one-page
summary covering these four points in lay, non
technical language.
At the discretion of the investigator, the fore
going may be supplemented within three months
after this date by a more comprehensive report.
In the event that a further application will be
made, a cumulative progress report should be
prepared.
The final reports may be submitted in the
form of a document to be published or may be
especially prepared covering the entire technical
conduct of the project. Personnel, fiscal and
other related matters will be reported separately.

B) Equipment. The LBJ assumes that the grantee

institution will make available to the principal
investigator all major items of scientific
equipment and usual and ordinary items of
secretarial equipment.

It is not the purpose or the intent of the
LBI to purchase under this grant program
fixed or capital items of equipment ordinarily
conceived to be basic to the institution.
Equipment purchased with grant funds,
necessary to the conduct of the project, may
become the property of the grantee institu
tion.
c) Overhead. The application for research grant

FINANCIAL

only includes an item on institutional over
head in the amount of 15 % of the total
amount requested under the application. This
means, for example, if the sum of the sub
totals for personnel, equipment and supplies,
travel and other expenses comes to $5,000,
the institutional overhead would be $750 and
the grand total requested under the applica
tion, therefore, would be $5,750.

A financial report is required from the payee
(usually the treasurer or other finance officer
of the institution in which the project is being
conducted) at the one year termination of each
grant period. This report should follow the outline
of the application budget, i.e., personnel, equip
ment and supplies, travel, other expenses, includ
ing possible publication costs, and institutional
overhead. Substantiating invoices and payrolls
need not be submitted with these financial reports
but should be kept available for review.

METHOD OF APPLYING
Grants-in-aid application forms may be
secured from the Scientific Advisory Council
to the licensed Beverage Industries, Inc.,
155 East 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

The Scientific Advisory Council would appreci
ate being notified of research funds remaining at
the end of the fiscal year in which the grant has
been issued.

The Ecological Crisis: Man the thinker began to tinker - the
stinker!
New Highway Marker:

Beware the Rolling Stoned!

Litterbug -- Sabotourist
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ENGINEERING FOUNDATION - - A Department of United Engineering Trustees
Inc., United Engineering Center, 345 East 47th Street, New York New York '
10017.
'
'

The Engineering Foundation is a non-profit or
ganization, established in 1914 as a Department of
the United Engineering Trustees, Inc., as Ambrose
Swasey phrased it in making the gift "for the
furtherance of research in science and engineering
and for the advancement of the profession of en
gineering and for the good of mankind". It seeks to
strengthen society by identifying problems of na
tional importance and by underwriting efforts by
institutions toward their solution. Gifts from Mr.
Swasey totalling $818,613 have been subsequently
augmented by gifts from others who believed that
the Engineering Foundation served a useful pur
pose, so that the total endowment is currently over
$3,500,000. .

The broad objective of the Engineering Founda
tion is the advancement of engineering as an im
portant instrumentality for supplying mankind with
the requisites of a constantly developing civilization,
and for ma .ntaining progress. Its immediate objec
tive is the furtherance of research directed toward
solution of problems of benefit to the profession and
·the public, and of technological and human interest,
in which engineering methods and knowledge may
be •ttilized.
The Engineering Foundation does not engage in
research, teaching or other direct operations, but
seeks to stimulate research in engineering and sci
ence by actively seeking out areas in need of finan
cial assistance or coordination which it supports by
grants . The proposition that wisely directed research
is a me;ms to scientific and technical progress
has been th~ underlying principle for supporting re
sean:h of universities, scientific associations, coun
cils and individual engineers. The money contributed
by others to projects in which the Foundation has
participated has aggregated over the years many
million dollars. Addition al donations of services,
facilities and materials have been worth several
times as much.
The funding of re search was considered to be the
most effective way to ad v,rnce th e engineering pro
fession ,ind the eoocl of mankind, when the original •
grant w<1s made. Over the years, the activities of
the Foundation ha\'e been largely concentrated on
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funding engineering research. However, in many
instances income has been used for such efforts as
providing the initial funds of the National Research
Council, and recently funding the establishment of
the National Academy of Engineering. Further, the
funds have been used for the study of the need for
an engineering information service and the develop
ment of modern means for information handling and
retrieval. The problems in continuing engineering
education, promoting interest in engineering at pre
paratory school level and improving international
relations of the engineering profession have been
funded as a part of a service to mankind.
The Engineering Foundation Board is largely
drawn from the five engineering Founder Societies.
At the initial meeting of the Engineering Foundation
Board in 1915, it was decided to set up a Research
Procedure Committee. This subsequently, in 1960,
became the Research Committee, whose member
ship is made up of persons from the field of research
named by the various Founder Societies. The Re
search Committee evaluates proposals made to the
Foundation and recommends to the Engineering
Foundation Board those which they consider to fall
into the areas that are normally funded.
The Foundation over the past 55 years, has funded
the initial phases of several engineering society ad
ministered reseMch programs which have subse
quently totaled over $10,000,000. The Engineers
Council for Profec;sional Development, Alloys of
Iron Research, Column Research Council, Rein
forced Concrete Research Council, Council on Wave
Research, .Corrosion Rese,uch Council, Fasteners
Research Council, and The Metal Properties Coun
cil are some of the important groups which have
been active for a long period. It has been the phi
losophy that the utilization of seed money to pro
mote justifiable fields of resc<irch was one of the
funtions of the Engineering Foundation.
The Engineering Foundation has been active for
several years in obtaining fund<imcntal info,·mation
relative to air pollution. This has resulted in the
funding of research on the management of stack
emissions, the evaluation of carbon dioxide concen
tration and the development of devices whercbv
methods of atmospheric analysis can be made. .

Engineering Foundation (continued)
RESEARCH CONFERENCES
The Engineering Foundation Research Confer
ences were established in 1962, in order to develop
areas which were believed to be gaps in engineering
knowledge. These conferences, having been started
on a small scale, have become one of the more im
portant activities of the Engineering Foundation,
since they offer a free interchange of ideas and
viewpoints between various concerned individuals
and are usually handled on an off-the-record basis.
The general areas that the conferences have covered
are urban problems and the public sector, engineer
ing impact on social problems and civilian economy,
engineering and the behavioral sciences, building
and constru ction engineering, complex problem
solving, and engineering research. To provide a
permanent recorJ of these conferences, the Engi
neering Foundation ha s available sunun<Hizations of
ea ch conference. This helps chairmen to avoid repe
tition when a conference subject is one of a series,
as well as m.:iintJining .:i record for reference.
The Research Conferences covered by a specific
subject area usually involve multiple engineering
disciplinc>s or en gin eering plus social, political, ler;al,
economi c and biologi cal disciplines. The prime ob
jec tive of the conferences is to extend the frontiers
o f engin ee ring and science through a free and in
form;il exch<Jn ge o f inform a tion and ideas among
the conferees. The altend<rn ce is restricted to invi
t.1tion or apprcl\·.11 of .ippl iL".1t io n so th ;i t a well in 
formed .rnd comerncd g roup of people can hear
theme pre ~;cnt,1ti o 11c; and profit from the as socia
tions and intrr d 1a t1gc with others rest:lting from
the inform ,1lity of the wh ole conferen ce format.
The conference..· have served .mother function by
indic;iting vital areas of engineering research th:it
resulted in requC' ~ ts for support from the Engineer
ing Foundation. A toL1l of $1-17,000 hi!s been given
to edul".itio11al inr.titutions over a fi ve-year period
for rese;irLh on engineering problems that have
ar;sen from th 1" rnnfere1H.: es. The urbCJn transport,1
tion re se.1rLh progr«im that has been funded by the
foun cl at: c.11. and t,; rri N I uut .1t one of the uni versitiec;
under tli ,· c;.10:1c, •:» hip of the American So..::iety of

Civii Engineers, was an outgrowth of a conference.
The fundamental work on theory of comminution
at another university· was likewise the result of a
conference on comminution. New research in the
field of construction engineering and management
has been encouraged by grants from the Foundation
as a result of construction engineering conferences.
Active support to the American Society of Civil
Engineers and BRAB h.:is been provided for full
scale testing of buildings at the World's Fair when
they were being removed, and in conjunction with
urban renewal projects in White Plains, New York.
These programs have resulted in subjects for re
search conferences, both as a means of reporting
the results and also of developing new areas for re
search and building code revisior.s.
The active participation in discussions or work
ing sessions over a period of four and a half days
helps to promote a closer camaraderie. Since the
conference program was initiated, a steady exp,m
sion in the number of conferences has occurred.
The conferences are usually at sites in the north
east and on the west coast at a time that is con
venient for concerned p;irticip;ints. At the present
time these Mr bc:ing held in the late winter and
early spring on the west coast and in the summer at
schools in the northeast. The steady incrc.:isc in the
number of conferences and of attendance ,1t the SL'
conferences is dear evidence of the interes t and the
need for developing new ideas and for promoting
discussion of problems that exist between the var
ious engineering disciplinc>s and their effect on
society.
The conferences which have been chaired by emi
nent men in their fields, have attracted spe:ikers and
participants with resultant superior programs. In
terest aroused by the conferences have in fl ucnced
changes in the direction of several research p:o
grams. Relations between engineerir.g and nm~
engincering discipline :;, frequently cool due t..) .:
communication gap, h,1vc been gr.:'atly impro\1xi .1 ::
a community of intcrc.;;t is establi shed ,mJ t.'.:>t '. ·: ·
understanding of term s and go:il.; re ,1chcd.

Membership in the Engineering Foundation: American Society of Civil
Engineers, The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, and American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petrole
um Engineers.
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